CHAPTER   VIII
THE "INTERVENTION OF THE HERRENKLUB"
AND THE FALL OF BRUENING
T
HE Reichstag met on October 15 in what was, taking all
the circumstances into consideration, remarkably good heart.
The new strengths of the parties opened up alluring prospects
of negotiation to the committees and to the chancellor of holding
even more strongly to power, now that the extremist parties by
holding one-third of the seats would produce at least pressure
inwards. His speech in defence of a "crisis" policy was polite
enough but defiant. He had already rejected the tentative efforts
made from the Left to form another Great Coalition and from
the Right to broaden the basis of his cabinet by including "national"
representatives. He could afford to reject both, but the latter rather
than the former. Hitler was in one of his exalted moods when he
forgot whence the revenues of the party came and was allowing
the fieriest of his lieutenants to develop at their will his message
after the results of the election had been announced: "After victory
tie the helmet on tighter." In press and on the platform these
lieutenants delivered themselves of a furious attack on the Hugen-
bergites, a party of "social reaction" as opposed to the National
Socialist party of "social revolution/' and on the corrupt bour-
geoisie. The party was out to capture the nation—all except the
Marxists—and would have neither compromise nor alliance with
anybody. In the Reichstag Gregor Strasser delivered himself of
a general attack not merely on the ministry, in which a series of
bitter characterizations raised a storm of protest and counter-
cheering, but on the whole policy of the Republic from the Ver-
sailles Treaty onwards, whose rejection he demanded. National
Socialism, he cried, would roughly but honourably push through
its own conception of the state; it did not want war but, if war
was the only way in which to win back German freedom, it would
not shrink from it, and he finally subsided exhausted on being
called to order for an accusation of high treason against Groener,

